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he lack of flexibility in logistic systems currently on

the market leads to the development of new innova-

tive transportation systems. In order to find the optimal 

configuration of such a system depending on the current 

goal functions, for example minimization of transport 

times and maximization of throughput, various mathe-

matical methods of multi-criteria optimization are appli-

cable. In this work, the concept of a complex transporta-

tion system with decentralized and scalable control is 

presented. Furthermore, the question of finding the op-

timal configuration of such a system through mathemat-

ical methods of optimization is considered.  

[Keywords: logistics, material flow system, matrix conveyor, 

warehousing] 

er Mangel an Flexibilität bei heutigen Logistiksys-

temen führt zur Entwicklung von neuartigen För-

dersystemen.  Um die optimale Konfiguration der Sys-

teme anhand aktueller  Zielfunktionen, wie beispielswei-

se Minimierung von Transportzeiten und Maximierung 

des Durchsatzes, herauszufinden, sind verschiedene ma-

thematische Ansätze zur simultanen Optimierung ver-

schiedener Kriterien anwendbar. In dieser Arbeit wird 

das Konzept für ein komplexes Materialflusssystem mit 

dezentraler und skalierbarer Steuerung vorgestellt. Au-

ßerdem wird die Frage nach einer Konfigurierung sol-

cher Systeme durch mathematische Optimierungsme-

thoden betrachtet.  

[Schlüsselwörter: Logistik, Materialflusssysteme, Fördermatrix, 

Intralogistik] 

1 INTRODUCTION  

Existing methods of industrial facility optimization 

are concentrated on arranging the production machines in-

side the factory plant. While main objective value is the 

minimization of Material Handling Cost (MHC), less or 

even no attention is paid to how exactly a material flow 

between single machines is implemented. It is just said, 

that continuous (belt conveyors) or discontinuous convey-

ors (forklift trucks) might be used [ACP17, KG13].    

However, recent developments in the area of material 

flow systems make the material flow arrangement task 

more complex. The trend of modularization and small-

scale of material flow systems significantly increases the 

solution space. Several research institutes and industry 

companies have developed flexible material flow systems 

with the size of the transport module, smaller than the 

conveyed goods. Some of them are presented in the Fig-

ure 1.  

Figure 1. Small-scaled modular conveyor systems: Celluveyor 

[UTF10, UTF16], Motion Cube [Fes15] and Magic Carpet 

[Ito16]    

In this work the question of arrangement of such ma-

terial flow system knowing the positions of entry, exit and 

equipment taking into account the current state of the art 

will be considered. 

The paper has the following structure. Firstly, the 

current state of the art in the area of facility optimizations 

and material flow systems will be given. Afterwards two 

steps for a material flow system arrangement will be pro-

posed and realized: optimization methods will be imple-

mented and their results will be presented and discussed.  

T 

D 
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2 RELATED RESEARCH  

The question of optimal arrangement of a given 

number of facilities within a given space was firstly for-

mulated in [KB57]. This was termed the Facility Layout 

Problem.  Later, many different formulations and solution 

approaches were proposed. They will be shortly over-

viewed in the next subchapter based on the latest surveys 

in the area [AV17, DPH07, SS06].  

2.1 FACILITY LAYOUT PROBLEM  

The complexity of FLP as any optimization problem 

depends on its formulation and assumptions. The formula-

tion approaches can be basically classified into simplified 

and complex (Table 1).  

Table 1. Formulations of FLP [AV17, DPH07, SS06]  

For-

mula-

tion 

Location Parame-

ters 

Lay-

out 

Objective 

Function 

Simpli-

fied  

Discrete 

[CZF17, 

KB57]  

Static Regu-

lar 

Single-

objective 

Com-

plex  

Continual 

[HDV16]  

Dynamic 

[CR16, 

DRW05]   

Irreg-

ular 

Multi-

objective 

[KS17, 

Mat15, 

MSM13]  

The different aspects can be combined; each complex 

parameter makes the task formulation more practice-

related, but increases the parameter space and computa-

tional requirement. For example, the simplest formulation 

consists of dividing the planning area in multiple prede-

fined blocks (discretization), where n facilities have to be 

put in n location. Objective values don’t change with time 

(staying static), all the objects have a quadrilateral shape 

(or at least regular), the only objective value is to mini-

mize the Material Handling Cost (MHC) and the con-

straint is assigning each location just one facility. In this 

case objective function has a quadratic dependence on 

variables and the constraints are linear – such formulation 

is called Quadratic Assignment Problem.  

The inherent objective value for FLP is minimization 

of the MHC, which is often simplified to the minimization 

of the distance between the machines. The distance is said 

to be covered with discontinuous conveyors (forklift 

trucks, AGV) without any further details. However, recent 

trends of intellectualization of production systems, modu-

larization and integration of material flow in production 

cycles [GF11, SHE17] show the need of considering an 

arrangement of a material flow system as a separate step. 

 In the following subchapter an example of an intelli-

gent production system will be presented shortly. It was 

developed at the ITA within the framework of netkoPs re-

search project [ITA17] and is called netkoPs.Lab.  

2.2 NETKOPS.LAB – INTELLIGENT PRODUCTION 

SYSTEM 

In netkoPs.Lab the material flow is performed with 

the help of continuous conveyors of two types – belt con-

veyors and novel small-scale conveyor modules [ITA13, 

Krü15, KSO16]. These modules can be combined in con-

veyor matrices of different shapes and sizes by plug-and-

play concept due to the modular control and communica-

tion systems. (Figure 2) 

 

Figure 2. netkoPs.Lab 
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The size of these modules is much smaller than 

transported packets, which allows a wider range of lo-

gistic functions. Due to the current high production costs 

of single modules, they have to be combined with the belt 

conveyors. Apart from conveyor systems, processing ma-

chines, monitoring systems and data storage are also inte-

grated into the system. The united description language 

ProductionML was developed [SHO15]. Coming into the 

system the packet gets its route calculated and reserved in 

order to avoid deadlocks.  

One possible layout of netkoPs.Lab is presented in 

the Figure 2. It consists of two conveyor matrices, seven 

belt conveyors, two processing machines, and an identifi-

cation system. The modularity of the system elements 

makes layouts easily adaptable. However, reconfiguration 

planning still requires cost and effort. Product individuali-

zation requires calculation of the optimal configuration of 

a material flow system to occur automatically, simultane-

ously meeting changing requirements. Determination of 

the layout of such a system is not possible without taking 

into account the available material flow elements.  

In this work, the discrete static regular multi-criteria 

formulation will be considered (Table 1). Sample layout 

of netkotPs.Lab in this case can look as in Figure 3. Dis-

crete unit size is equal to the size of single conveyor mod-

ule.  

 

Figure 3. Discrete layout of netkoPs.Lab 

 

In the work the positions of inputs, outputs, pro-

cessing machines (processes), sizes and destinations of 

packets as well as the number and sizes of available belt 

conveyors and matrices are predefined (Figure 4). The 

task is to find the positions of conveyors taking into ac-

count the constrains and satisfying the objective values.  

 

Figure 4. Input data for the optimization algorithm  

The objective values for the layout optimization will be 

reviewed in the next subchapter. 

2.3 OBJECTIVE VALUES FOR LAYOUT OPTIMIZATION 

All the objective values can be divided into quantitative 

and qualitative. Quantitative objective values are: 

 Min. Material Handling Cost/ haul capacity 

 Min. Stock holding costs 

 Min. Reconfiguration and adjustment costs 

 Min. occupancy costs 

 Min. Time of storage 

 Min. throughput time 

Qualitative objective values are: 

 Max. Observance of Production 

 Max. On-the-job safety 

 Max. elasticity 

 Max. flexibility 

Minimization of MHC is the most common objective 

value, though its mathematical formulation differs. In 

some cases it is assumed to be just the distance between 

single destinations. In more complex approaches, it is 

summed from such parameters as costs for personnel, 

conveyors, electricity, external services etc.  

Some objective values make sense only in complex 

formulation. For example, minimization of reconfigura-

tion and adjustment cost occur only with dynamic objec-

tive parameters. An important question there is if it makes 

sense to invest in reconfiguration to better achieve the 

values or proceed with the existing ones.  
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Results of optimization depend on the formulation 

approach, although multiple optimization criteria must be 

taken into account to consider practice-related scenarios. 

In the following subchapter state of the art in multi-

objective optimization will be presented.  

2.4 MULTI-OBJECTIVE COMBINATORIAL 

OPTIMIZATION 

One common method to address the multi-objective 

Facility Layout Problem (MOFLP) is to formulate a sin-

gle-objective optimization problem by using a scalarized 

combination of real-valued objective functions of the ini-

tial MOFLP. This is often done with the help of the 

weighted sum method. In this case two separate tasks 

have to be solved: choosing the weights and quantifying 

the qualitative factors.  

Often it is addressed by involving the decision maker 

in the process (generate several layouts and let user 

choose one; collect the user’s preferences first then gener-

ate the single layout; weight the single objective values 

using expert’s experience). A disadvantage in this case is 

the absence of universal approaches, as just a user-

dependent solution is received [Mal89]. Another variant 

consists of the application of heuristics to weighting as-

pects [CS05, Mat15, MG07, SS10]. Thus, in [SS10] it was 

proposed to use a 3-stage approach, which consists of in-

put data normalization, determination of relative weights, 

and generation of layouts by 4 different algorithms. The 

layout with the minimal objective function is finally cho-

sen.  

To make locating a single optimal solution complete-

ly without human guidance one can apply several deci-

sion-making techniques from the area of multi-criteria de-

sign and evaluation problems. In [ALE13] the Electre 

method is successfully applied, which allows evaluation 

of alternatives to also take into account the uncertainty 

and ambiguity of performance. A common alternative to 

weighted sum method is the ε-constraint method, which 

resolves the problem by minimizing one objective, while 

others are transformed to constraints. Further approaches 

are the elastic constraint method, Benson’s method, and 

the achievement function method [Ehr05].  

Scaling methods suit Pareto class formulations of 

FLP, but often the conflicting objectives have to be con-

sidered in a hierarchical manner, when the objective val-

ues have predefined priorities (law prescription etc.) Such 

optimization problems are called lexicographic. Another 

type of problems consists of the so-called max-ordering 

problems, which are often applied to optimal location 

planning with the goal of minimizing the distance be-

tween located instances [OWM08]. In this case non-

scalarazing approaches as distributed or multi-agent opti-

mization can be applied, where each agent generates op-

timal decisions based on its own cost function and ex-

changes these outcomes with its neighbors. [LCW17, 

NO09]   

Combinatorial optimization is based on searching the 

optimal combination of a defined number of elements. 

Common optimization algorithms are briefly presented in 

the next subchapter.   

2.5 OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM 

There are several optimization algorithms, which can be 

classified into three types: exact, evolution and local 

search algorithms (Table 2). 

Table 2. Optimization algorithms and their classification 

Exact Algo-

rithms 

Evolution Algo-

rithms 

Local search al-

gorithms 

Branch-and- 

bound 

Cutting plane 

Blind search  

Genetic Algo-

rithms 

Ant Colony al-

gorithm 

Tabu Search 

Simulated An-

nealing 

Exact algorithms are easier to implement, but they 

are only applicable to rather small-sized problems. If the 

task becomes NP-Hard, then local search algorithms and 

evolution algorithms must be applied. Tabu Search and 

Simulated Annealing are part of the class of local search 

algorithms [CK96, CBM98, SZO16]. These algorithms 

are based on an iterative transition from one feasible solu-

tion to another, with a consequent evaluation of each solu-

tion, until a stopping rule is satisfied. For example, there 

are used in the case of a system that is not improved 

through a defined number of variations. For such meth-

ods, often the heuristics of sticking into a local optimum 

are required.  

Apart from the local search algorithms, evolution al-

gorithms have also proved their applicability to the de-

scribed problem. By these methods, a number of solution 

candidates are generated for the first population and for 

each of these candidates there is an evaluation of its per-

formance with regards to the existing objective. After-

wards the candidates that perform best during the evalua-

tion will be selected and combined through mutation, and 

a more evolved population will be generated. Therefore, 

new solution candidates will be received even though di-

verse implementation problems often occur. For instance, 

as a result of the use of genetic algorithms the problem of 

programming candidate solutions occurs. [DRW05, 

PCP03]    

The Ant Colony algorithm is also a part of evolution 

algorithms; it proved its applicability in unconstrained or 

single parameter constrained cases, which may underline 
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the general problem of all evolution algorithms. [BDS06, 

SVS05]  

The important question for all combinatorial optimi-

zation algorithms is the generation of initial solution. In 

this work path-finding algorithm will be used for finding 

initial non-integer solution. 

2.6 PATH-FINDING 

The task of path-finding algorithms is to find the 

shortest route between two points. All the positions of en-

try, exit and processing points are known in advance. This 

divides the task into two stages: searching the paths and 

covering them with the available material flow elements.  

The typical algorithm for path-finding is the A* algo-

rithm [HPK17]. It starts with the weighted graph, which 

can be created by discretization of an area into a grid. Af-

terwards the single grid units are evaluated on their dis-

tance to the destination point. The evaluation function for 

A* algorithm is:  

𝒇(𝒏) = 𝒈(𝒏) + 𝒉′(𝒏), where g(n) is a real cost of 

getting to the point n and 𝒉′(𝒏) the heuristic value of 

transport from the node n to the goal node 

In chapter 3 the detailed example of evaluated grid 

will be given.  

3 FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 

In this work the task of multi-objective material flow 

optimization will be solved with two steps: the initial so-

lution through path-finding and combinatorial optimiza-

tion using branch-and-bound algorithm for covering the 

path with available conveyors. The approaches will be de-

scribed in further, after the objective function is defined.  

3.1.1 WEIGHED OBJECTIVE FUNCTION  

The primary goal of this work is to initiate the multi-

objective optimization approach and test its boundaries 

with an exact algorithm. For this purpose there will be two 

objective values formatting the objective function – one 

quantitative (cost) and one qualitative (flexibility). Quan-

tification of flexibility in the simplest way will be per-

formed by a reward – with the use of each conveyor ma-

trix the objective value will be reduced by 1. Thus, the 

resulting objective function will look as following: 

min𝑓(𝑥) =  (α ∗ (∑ 𝑐𝑖 ∗ 𝑛𝑖

𝑖

+ 𝑐𝑚 ∗ 𝑛𝑚) − 𝛽

∗ (𝑛𝑚 ∗ 𝑝)),  

 𝑠. 𝑡. α +  𝛽 = 1 

𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒: 

 α, 𝛽 – weight coefficients (cost and flexibility).   

𝑛𝑏 , 𝑛𝑚

− 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑏𝑒𝑙𝑡 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑦𝑜𝑟𝑠 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑦𝑜𝑟 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑠 

𝑐𝑖 , 𝑐𝑚
− 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑏𝑒𝑙𝑡 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑦𝑜𝑟𝑠 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑦𝑜𝑟 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑠 

p – reward value 

The definition of weight coefficients will be left to 

the experienced user. Price is calculated in the conditional 

units. All the inputs must be connected with all outputs 

and the processing points are not taken into account.  

3.2 PATH-FINDING: MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION 

OF OVERLAPS 

The methods are concentrated just on searching for 

the optimal paths; subsequent steps are not considered. 

Applying them to the material flow, overlapping of routes 

occurs. This will be shown in a further example with the 

path-finding algorithms implemented in Matlab. 

The example has following parameters: the grid of 

20x14 cells, task is to transport 3x3 packets from inputs to 

outputs. The found path in marked with blue and orange 

arrows in Figure 5.  

 

Figure 5. The case of partial overlaps.  
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After the evaluation function of each node is calcu-

lated, the path can be found. Each node gets three values 

depicted: 𝒈(𝒏) is presented at the left down corner, 𝒉′(𝒏) 

is placed at the right down corner and 𝒇(𝒏) is shown at 

the upper left corner. It can be seen that the paths have 

partial overlaps. This leads to extra costs in the case that 

these paths will be covered with conveyors – they would 

be wider than necessary.  

In a perfect case full superposition would be re-

ceived, but more often partial superposition happens. To 

avoid partial superposition the same path-finding algo-

rithm must be run a few more times, each time with some 

extra conditions with unusable points defined. These are 

the points, which can’t be crossed by a secondary route.  

In this work it is assumed that during the route calcu-

lation only 90 degree turns are allowed (1-2-3, see Figure 

6, left). This leads to the definition of unusable points, 

which is presented in Figure 6 , right.  

 

Figure 6. Definition of coordinates for unusable points 

After the full routes superposition is reached (Figure 

7), the system must be arranged with the material flow el-

ements. For the purpose the Branch-and-Bound algorithm 

will be used. After the path is found, the methods of com-

binatorial optimization must be used to choose the appro-

priate conveyors for covering the path.   

 

Figure 7. Found paths with unusable points defined 

3.2.1 BRANCH-AND-BOUND ALGORITHM 

This algorithm is a typical non-heuristic solution for 

small-sized combinatorial NP-Hard problems. The pseu-

docode for the algorithm in the work is presented and ex-

plained further. 

Branch-and-bound: Layout optimization 

Input: Coordinates of Inputs and Outputs, number 

and length of belt conveyors, number of conveyor matri-

ces 

1 Set 𝐿 = {𝑋}; initial non-integer solution �̂� 

2 Branching 𝐿 → 𝑆(𝑥: 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑒𝑟) 

3 while 𝐿 ≠ 0 

4    Select a sub-problem 𝑆 

5    if 𝑥′̂ can be found and f(𝑥′̂)<f(�̂�):  

6          Set �̂�=𝑥′̂ 

7           S →  𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑠 

8           Insert the 𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑠 into L 

9    Remove 𝑆 from 𝐿 

10 Return �̂� 

Output: �̂�: Coordinates of conveyors 

 

Firstly for the main problem a relaxation to non-

integer constraints is performed. Then the found decision 

is checked to see, if variables with integer constraints 

have integer values. In the rare cases it is so – then the 

problem is solved. If not, then two sub-problems (branch-

es) are created, where the first real-valued variable with 

integer constrains gets respectively the next bigger integer 

value and the previous smaller integer value assigned.  If 

the objective values of the branch are worse than exist-

ing/initial ones, then this branch does not need to be con-

sidered anymore. In opposite case, the solution is saved as 

a current optimum. Then the next real-valued variable get 

the integer value, creating further branches and the eval-

uation is repeated. At the end the full systematic enumera-

tion of feasible solution space will be received. [MJS16]  

At the beginning the paths are covered with convey-

ors of random real-valued size and conveyor matrices. 

Then two first branches are created: the first belt conveyor 

is substituted with the closest longer and shorter ones 

from the given set. The optimization performed again and 

objective function is evaluated for the both cases. The best 

one is divided into two branches by choosing two integer 

values for the second conveyor. This process goes on till 

the distance is covered with the belt conveyors and matri-

ces from the given set.   
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The complete optimization process looks as present-

ed in Figure 8. Path-finding and Branch-and-Bound will 

be implemented in Matlab.  

 

Figure 8. Sequence of the whole optimization process 

4 RESULTS  

4.1.1 STEP 1. PATH-FINDING 

The user defines the size of the working space, num-

ber of inputs, processing points and types of packets (out-

puts). For the project the size of the packets stays equal – 

3x3. After that the user defines the positions of inputs, 

processing points, and outputs. The positions in the exam-

ple of the work are presented in Figure 9. In the example 4 

inputs, 4 outputs and 4 processes are defined. Following 

routes are set:  

 (I1/I2/I3/I4) – P1 – O1  

 (I1/I2/I3/I4) – P2 – O2 

 (I1/I2/I3/I4) – P3 – O3 

 (I1/I2/I3/I4) – P4 – O4 

Firstly, A* algorithm is used. Found paths are pre-

sented in Figure 9.  

 

Figure 9. Results of A* (left) and Dijkstra Algorithms: Rectan-

gular routes.  

4.1.2 STEP 2. BRANCH-AND-BOUND 

Flexibility is a qualitative value, which needs to be 

quantified. In this work it will be done by using the re-

ward value. For the each conveyor matrix used, the objec-

tive function will be deducted by 1. In our case defining 

the weight coefficients is left to the user. The user also has 

to define the positions of inputs and outputs and lengths 

and number of available conveyors.  

The solution for 0.8 (cost weight) and 0.2 (flexibility 

weight) coefficients is presented in Figure 10. This is the 

simplest case of multi-objective optimization, which is 

why changing of the second parameter directly influences 

the number of conveyor matrices in the system. The solu-

tion for 0.35 (cost weight) and 0.65 (flexibility weight) 

coefficients is presented in Figure 12. 

The performance (number of iterations) of the 

branch-and-bound algorithm depends on the size of the 

problem. Important parameters are: size of the area, num-

ber of inputs and outputs, and number and sizes of availa-

ble material flow elements.  
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 Figure 10. Layout: cost weight 𝛼 =0.8, flexibility weight 𝛽 

=0,2.  

The number of iterations grows exponentially with 

the number of outputs. So the task for 4 Inputs and 7 Out-

puts could not be solved. This becomes even more com-

plex if the planning area is doubled. For some configura-

tions the solutions could not even be determined (Figure 

11).  

 

Figure 11. Number of iterations for 30x30 grid 

5 CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK 

In this work the optimization of a material flow sys-

tem as a subsequent step of FLP was considered. After an 

overview of related research, two-step solution approach 

was proposed and implemented in Matlab – path-finding 

and multi-objective branch-and-bound optimization.  

As an approach to a multi-objective optimization, 

weighting was implemented. Including the user into the 

weighting made the solutions user-dependent. Weighting 

is a typical scaling method, which is easy to implement, 

but hard to make universal.  

 

Figure 12. Layout: cost weight 𝛼 =0.35, flexibility weight 

𝛽 =0,65.  

The implemented A* path-finding algorithms can be 

optimized. The need of full-superposition forces the algo-

rithm to run multiple times, subsequently adding new un-

usable points. Instead of that the evaluation function could 

be adjusted by adding an extra parameter, which would 

expand the evaluation function, if there is already a path 

coming through this node. In this case the complete eval-

uation function would look like this: 

𝒇(𝒏) = 𝒈(𝒏) + 𝒉′(𝒏) + s(n),where s(n) – is a pen-

alty value which comes for every secondary path going 

through the node n.  

Branch-and-bound showed its applicability to the 

smallest problem sizes. At maximum 4x4x6 tasks could 

be solved, when the field was a 30x30 grid and packet 

size was limited to a 3x3 units. This is explained by the 

weak abilities of the algorithm itself as well as by the hard 

integer constraints.  

In this work the arranging of a material flow system 

was taken as a subsequent step to solve the FLP. The posi-

tions of entry, exits, and processing machines are defined 

without considering the available material flow resources. 

The reformulation of FLP would make more sense, when 

all the system elements already would be located optimal-

ly for material flow system. This would add extra con-

straints to any definition of FLP.   
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Future research is planned to reformulate the FLP 

with accent on a material flow. Moreover, further ap-

proaches to multi-objective optimization will be imple-

mented. Multi-objective function will be divided into sub-

functions and for each a separate optimization routine will 

be implemented. The results will be presented in the way 

of non-conflicting Pareto-front.  

Currently additional conveyor matrices are being 

built and integrated into the netkoPs.Lab demonstrator. In 

the future layout solutions will be validated there.  
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